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PASSING  of   ANOTHER  GREAT  in the  LIFT  INDUSTRY 

 
 

On the morning of 16 January 2014 we heard of the passing of another of our es-
teemed colleagues namely Brian Trevor Varcoe. Brian started his long journey in 
lifts as an electrical apprentice on the mines, after which he moved to OTIS Eleva-
tors where he served for 45 years of loyal unselfish service. He retired for a well-
earned rest to pursue his passions of game viewing, water skiing and fishing.  
 

Brian progressed steadily through the ranks of Otis, starting from Serviceman and 
progressing to Local Representative, Repair and Service Supervisor and eventually to 
Warehouse Manager at the Head Office in Wadeville. Management soon realized that 
his many technical skills were not being utilized in this position, so he was requested 
to adopt the new Otis Training Department project to pioneer training of the first 
group of Learners employed in the Lift Industry, moving away from the traditional 
Apprentice path.  
 

I am sure that Brian will be well remembered by this group of Learners for his ex-
treme patience and passing on of his many skills and vast technical knowledge as his 
specific contribution towards moulding there future of the Lift Industry in general. 
 

On a more personal note; it was a pleasure to have been associated with Brian Varcoe 
both on personal and professional level. We will miss his quick wit and caring nature 
when interacting with all and sundry.  
 

Dear friend and colleague, it has been a privilege and a pleasure to have been 
associated with you, both as a lift guru and as a friend.  R.I.P. BRIAN 
                                                                            Rodney Coetzee 
                                                                            Retired Training Manager  -  OTIS Elevators 

  

 
WORDS of Wisdom that BRIAN  will be  REMEMBERED for, 

SUBSCRIBBING to THROUGHOUT his LIFE … 
 

“In the end, all business operations can be reduced to three words … people, product and 
profits. Unless you have a motivated well-trained team, you can’t 

 do much with the other two …” 
 

“If you don’t have a competitive advantage, don’t bother competing” 
 

“It is not the strongest that survive, nor the most intelligent, but the ones 
 most responsive and adaptive to change” 

 

“People regularly ask the difference between a leader and a boss … the leader leads , 
but the boss drives and gets you there where you need to be.” 

 

“Brian Varcoe was a great person whom we will all miss. Brian was my journeyman when 
I started at Otis in the 70s. He was a man with a great sense of humour and tremendous 
patience and I consider it a privilege to have been taught the ropes by Brian who was both 
my mentor and my friend.” 
                                                                                                                                                  Peter Murray  
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LIFTS IN PRIVATE RESIDENCES 
 

The answer to the question whether a lift in a private resi-
dence must comply with the Occupational Health and Safe 
Act is ... YES, unequivocally!  
 

The same question was previously raised at one of the com-
mittee meetings that we had with the Department of Labour 
(DoL) and the answer from Hlaks Monyaki was: “yes, just 
like the wiring of your premises, all machinery on your 
property is subjected to the OHS Act.” 
 

The definition of “workplace” in the OHS Act clearly states 
that only mining activities and ships or boats are not covered 
by this Act. The scope of the LE Regulations further states 
clearly that these regulations shall apply to any persons who 
have permanently-installed lifts on their premises. 
 

Any lift in a private residence fulfils the definition of a lift 
and the owner must comply with the following requirements 
of the OHS Act : 

The lift must be registered with DoL and it must 
have an official number, 

The lift must be installed as per SANS 1545-4, 

The lift must have a valid Comprehensive Report 
(Annex B or E), 

The lift must be maintained once a month or at 
longer intervals as prescribed by the manufacturer. 

 

The only difference between lifts in private residences and 
in public places, under the OHS Act, is the reporting of inci-
dents. Section 24 of the OHS Act requires that: 
 

Public Place 

24(1) each incident occurring at work shall be reported 

to an Inspector by the employer or user. 
 

Private Household 

24(3)(b) an incident occurring in a private household 

shall be reported to the South African Police. 

24(4) a member of the South African Police, to whom 

the incident in 24(3)(b) was reported shall forthwith notify an 

inspector thereof.  
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  FROM  WILLEM  DU  TOIT’S  DESK  -  FEBRUARY  2014 

 

“We are continually faced by great opportunities … brilliantly disguised as insoluable problems” 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                 Brian Joffe 
 

“What separates the winners from the losers is HOW a person reacts to each new twist of fate” 
 

                                                                                                                                                                            Donald Trump 
 

“When man has to put a limit on what he WILL do … he must also put a limit on what he CAN do” 
 

                                                                                                                                                                           Earl Nightingale 

 

 

“The Chinese use two brush-strokes to write 
the word ‘crisis’  -  one brush stroke stands for 
danger, the other for opportunity. In a crises  
therefore, be aware of the danger  -  but recog-
nize the opportunity.” 
 

                                                                    John F Kennedy 
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Notice No.37123 gazetted on 13 December, informs us of  
the latest revised rules in the Schedule advised under Section 
27 of the Act by The Engineering Council of South Africa 
(ECSA) in terms of Section 36 of the Act for all persons reg-
istered with ECSA. 
 

Of specific note, please read … 
Rules of Conduct … 

Ethics 

Competency 

WORDS  OF  WISDOM 
 

“For myself I am an optimist  -  it does not seem to be much use being anything  
else in these trying times.”  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  Sir Winston Churchill 

“In all things of nature there is something of the marvelous  -  the goal in life therefore should be 
living un agreement with nature”. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Aristotle 

   

NEXT LIFT INSPECTORS REGULATIONS’ COURSE  2014  

 

Telefax  -  +27 12 382 5602 

E-Mail  -  marneweckA@tut.ac.za 

Website  -  www.tut.ac.za 
 

For our coastal colleagues who require accommodation … Accom-
modation is available on site  -  contact kosmos@tut.ac.za  or 

(012) 341-0890 for cost and booking.  Off-site accommodation 
(walking distance)  - Figa Lapa Guesthouse at info@figalapa.co.za   

 

The course for 2014 is set for May 2014. 

With Lerato no longer being available kindly contact An-
toinette Marneweck well in advance to get your contact 

details on the pro forma list for May 2014. Remember that 

with insufficient students, the course will get cancelled, so 

contact her EARLY and directly at … 
Student Assistant; Mechanical Engineering 

Telephone  -   +27 12 382 5164 
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Integrity 

Public Interest 

Environment 

Dignity of the Profession, and 

Administrative. 
 

This gazette is available free online at www.gpwonline.co.za 
Please ensure that you print yourself a copy and acquaint your-
self with the latest clauses, as it makes it unambiguously clear 
what is expected of you as a professionally registered person. 

RULES  of   CONDUCT  for  REGISTERED  PERSONS: 
ENGINEERING  PROFESSION  ACT  No. 46  of  2000 

 

 

“I don’t think of all the misery in life, but rather of the beauty that still remains”  …  Anna Frank 
 

“You are today where your thoughts have brought you  -  You will however be tomorrow where your 
thought take you” …  James Allen 
 

“There are only two ways to live your life: One is as though nothing that happens is a miracle  -  The 
other is as though everything is a miracle”  …  Albert Einstein 

In the previous issue of Educom, we informed you that 
DoL would be holding a workshop on the Lift, Escalator and 
Passenger Conveyor Regulations in Cape Town IN December 
2013. Regrettably this workshop was cancelled a scant few 
days before the intended date. 
 

Having received no further information from DoL on this 
issue, we are unable to elaborate any further on the newly  

intended dates for this workshop. We however presume 
that you will be invited directly by DoL, but will endeav-
our to keep you informed. 
 

Department of Labour 
Tel. 012 309-4394  Fax. 012 309-4151 
mohlakola.monyaki@labour.gov.za 

 

INTENDED  DoL  WORKSHOP  IN CAPE  TOWN 
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In several recent litigation cases, passengers alleged that the 
lifts in which they were travelling, fell with them,  causing 
them serious ankle, neck and back injuries. Singularly, in each 
case the claimant was a middle-aged lady, travelling alone in 
the lift. This implied an almost no-load situation as compared 
to a full-load runaway situation. 
 

It was determined in each case that the lifts either stopped on 
‘emergency’ or the over-speed safety-governor activated. The 
Courts therefore focussed on the speeds at which the lifts 
were travelling and the G-forces that were generated with the 
sudden stoppages. 
 

G-force is the gravitational force exerted by the earth on any 
object whether moving or stationery. One (1,0) G-force is 
therefore the force equal to the force of gravity exerted on 
any object. Where for example, a dragster accelerating will 
generate between 4,5 and 5,5 G’s and is termed positive G-force. 
Psychologically your body favours this force, with adrenaline 
junkies endeavouring to push their personal limits as far as 
they can go. Probably the highest that one can generally ex-
perience is a pilot flying up very steeply at between 5 and 6 
G’s, with an astronaut being the ultimately exposed to around 
16 G-force. 
 

When a car brakes suddenly, you experience negative G-force 
which psychologically is unpleasant. The maximum G-force 
that a human can safely experience is –3,0 G’s.    
 

Bungee-jumpers experience up to 6,0 G’s on a long drop, for 
which reason only young healthy persons should attempt this, 
and most certainly not persons with a heart problem as they 
have every chance of going into cardiac arrest. 
 

Roller-coasters are generally the highest ‘pleasure’ trips that 
adrenaline junkies can ride, for example … 

At the Ferrari World Theme Park in Abu Dabi, you 
are strapped into an F1 cockpit and pull away in the 
fastest roller-coaster in the world, accelerating <240 
kph in 5 seconds, achieving positive 4,8 G’s 

The Tower of Terror @ Gold Reef City drops at  
speeds  of <95 kph with a claimed maximum nega-
tive G-force of  -6,3 G’s 

Speed-wise the fastest overall roller-coasters are … 
     -     Dodonpa in Japan @ 172 kph 
     -     Top Thrill Dragster in USA @ 193,1 kph 
     -     Kingda Ka, USA @ 206 kph. 
 

To test the effects of acceleration and deceleration on the 
human body, American military scientist John Paul Stapp in 
1954 undertook a series of test runs strapped in a rocket-
propelled sled running on rails. He subjected himself in the 
ultimate test to 46,2 G’s when the sled decelerated from ...  

                                                                                            

  POSITIVE  &  NEGATIVE  GRAVITY  G-FORCES 
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1071 kph to zero in 1,4 seconds … that’s like slamming 
into a brick wall at 190 kph.  
 

Needless to say that Stapp suffered temporary blindness for 
several weeks. His research however resulted directly in the 
USA declaring it a lawful requirement to wear seatbelts in 
cars in 1966, which very soon spread to the rest of the 
world. 
 

Getting back to lifts … In every case the Court found that 
the lift had reacted exactly as it was designed to do. The 
watershed case was where a top attorney demonstrated with 
the assistance of a Flight Lieutenant and his equipment from 
the SAF, that the maximum G-force possible with a lift trav-
eling at 5,0 m/s being pulled into the safety-gear, was just 
on 2 G’s. As the fastest lift in question only had a contract 
speed of 2,5 m/s, this was tested with the judge sitting next 
to me on the car floor with a glass of water placed on the 
floor between us. The judge declared it uncomfortable, es-
pecially if not expected, but certainly not dangerous. 
 

To possibly add insult to injury, it was determined in each 
case that the claimants had previous histories of oesteoporo-
sis,  which could have been aggravated, but NOT caused by 
the lifts ‘falling’. Incidentally, the Courts confirmed that lifts 
under no or very light load fall upwards as opposed to 
downwards … for this is how lifts are being designed! 
 

In the most striking case, the lady didn’t do her homework, 
selecting a hydraulic lift in a store that only travels two 
floors. To demonstrate this litigation case as an absolute 
fraudulent scenario, the lift company actually chopped the 
rubber hydraulic hose in two, squirting a fair amount of oil 
into the pit, but the lift only ‘fell’ 125mm ... as the non-
return safety valve on the piston operated immediately. 

  

“ Fight for your opinions, but do not believe that they contain the whole truth, or the only truth … 

Opinions founded on prejudice are nearly always sustained with the greatest of violence” 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                Francis Jeffrey, Queens Council 

 

REDICULOUS  COURT  CLAIMS 
 

Possibly the most ridiculous litigation claim that we were 
commissioned to investigate, was a lady who had her fingers 
‘crushed’ by an old lift’s landing doors. She claimed a consid-
erable amount for loss of earnings to date, medical bills and 
probable loss of future income. 
 

Testing the door final-close to something like 140 kPa with a 
kinetic force of 1,23 Joules, we could not understand the 
accident until the caretaker-factotum was approached for any 
knowledge of the accident. He immediately replied in the 
affirmative, how he raced to her aid when he heard her 
screaming in the car-park. She had slammed her fingers in 
the back door of her sedan when she closed the door. 

Needless to say that the case was thrown out! 
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LIFT  WIRING  &  ‘CERTIFICATE  
of  COMPLIANCE’  

 

On more and more new lift installations, the owners insist on 
Certificates of Compliance (CoC) and they are correct in asking 
for it, but we in the lift industry are not always aware of it and 
electrical contractors most of the time, do not know up to 
where this legal requirement applies. 
 

The Electrical Installation Regulations under the OHS Act 
requires that all electrical installations comply with the Specifi-
cations for the Wiring of Premises, which is SANS 10142-1:2009 
(edition 1.7), but we should be familiar with all relevant 
Specifications to get the full picture. 
 

OHS Act 
 

The definition of “electrical installation (d)” excludes control 
circuits of 50 V or less between the different parts of the 
machinery or system components, forming a unit that is sepa-
rately installed and derived from an independent source or an 
isolating transformer. 
 

SANS 10142-1:2009 “specification for  
the wiring of premises” 

 

Amendment 7 states: “In terms of the OHS Act, the provisions of 
this part of SANS 10142 apply only from point of control to point of 
consumption.” 
 

SANS 50081-1:2004 specification for Electric Lifts 
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13.1 states: The requirements of this standard relating to the 
installation and constituent components of the electrical in- 
stallation equipment apply: 

To the main switch for the power circuit and dependent 
circuits; 

To the switch for the car lighting and dependent circuits. 
 

The lift installation shall be seen as a whole, in the same way 
as a machine with it’s built-in electrical equipment. The re-
quirements of SANS 10142-1:2009 applies to the electricity 
supply circuits as far as the input terminals of the switches. 
 

These requirements also apply to the whole lighting and socket 
outlet circuits of the machinery room, the pulley room and the lift well 
and pit. 
 

The above quotes from SANS 50081-1:2004 clearly excludes the lift 
installation as well as the lights and socket outlets on the lift car. 
 

SANS 50081-1:2004 clause 13.6.1 states that for the use of 
socket outlets on the car, the supply cables need not have the cross sec-
tional area corresponding to the rated current of the socket outlet. The 
cross sectional area may be smaller provided that the conductors are 
correctly protected against excess currents. 
 

Conclusion: 
 

Although the wiring of the lift installation is not subjected to 
the issue of a CoC, it must still comply with good engineering 
practice as well as the requirements laid down in SANS 
50081-1 & 2 section 13.5. S.  Somehow many of us appear 
to overlook this section of the Standard. 

FROM  WILLEM  DU  TOIT’S  DESK  -  FEBRUARY  2014 

EDITOR’S  NOTE 
 

Willem raised these legal standards’ requirements a few years back when in a particular court case, we 

had to spell out exactly what electrical equipment in the motor room and shaft was covered by the 

Contract Electrician’s CoC and what by the lift Field Engineer’s Annex ‘A’ and ‘B’.  The outcome was 

that the Electrician’s CoC covered the Escom supply to the 380 volt and 220 volt DB Boards in the 

motor room, to the top of the distribution board isolators. This included the motor room approach 

lights, the motor room and pit lights, the motor room extraction fan and the socket-outlets in the mo-

tor room and pit, which were all installed and connected by the contractor’s electrician 
 

The contracting lift company then connects their lift power requirements from the bottom of these 

isolators to their lift control  panel switches, from which connections the annexure ‘A’ covers the 

whole lift installation, especially including the shaft lights (switched from both the lift control panel 

and terminal landing entrances), the car lights, car fan and the car top three-pin socket outlet 

 

MATURITY  COMES  WITH  AGE 
 

“By the time that a man realizes that maybe his father was always right,  
he usually has a son who thinks he’s always wrong” 

 

                                                                                                                                                                        William Wordsworth 
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WORKING  BREAKFAST with   
ENTREPRENEUR  DEWALD  LASSEN  

 

We met with Dewald earlier this week to discuss the latest hap-
penings in the South African Lift Industry. Collating several 
research projects for his PhD, Dewald is therefore at the cut-
ting edge of the lift industry business, resulting in a very fruitful 
and rewarding discussion. 
 

Dewald made no bones about the latest positive developmental 
changes in lift drives and controls and the more cost-effective 
supply of lift equipment from especially China. His recent visit 
there, highlighted the fact that there are basically three level of 
manufacturing quality in China … 

Local internal consumption products 

Export quality products 

Europe level competitive products. 
 

Obviously each product has its market controlled cost niche. 
The problem arises when local South African ‘consultants’ 
import the Chinese local consumption product for South Africa 
because of the very competitive cost. As you get what you pay 
for … the sweetness of a low price is replaced very soon 
by decades of troublesome after-sales lift service. 
 

But according to Dewald, the above was a small problem in 
South Africa when compared to the generally available labour 
quality. After-sales service has reduced almost to the point 
where one is regularly left to the choice of the proverbial ‘best of 
a bad bunch’, often where the local independents are concerned. 
 

Former University of Stellenbosch Prof. Willem de Villiers 
regularly postulated his HR psychological profile to improve 
any person’s knowledge and output ... 
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FROM  THE  EDITOR’S  DESK 

 

       Above person’s competence level  

                                                                 Competence ceiling  

                Mentorship Program 

                                                                                                                Comfort Zone                            

         Person’s normal  

        competence ability 

 

Dependent on their education, training and experience, 
every person has a perceived competence ability with a 
maximum comfort zone. With proper mentoring, this 
comfort level can be developed higher to the person’s 
competence ceiling for their current level of education 
and training. Attending further tertiary education raises 
the person’s knowledge level, which together with proper 
training, raises them to a higher level of technical ability.  
 

It is important for the mentor to at all times be aware of 
the person’s competence level, for pushing them above 
this level usually introduces unwanted stress, which if 
excessive, causes the person to drop out and resign. 
 

We then extensively discussed the need for change, 
mostly in attitude, as the majority of staff believe that the 
world owes them a living without having to really earn it 
by the Biblical sweat of their brow. Dewald defined the 
quantum of simple change as opposed to the need for a 
continuum of change where the change must be on-going as 
an integrated part of the mentorship program. 
 

From this meeting it became abundantly clear that the 
younger entrepreneurs in our industry must now take 
over leadership of the various committees, leading by 
example from the front, for this is our only saving grace. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ECSA  LIRC  COMMITTEE  MEETINGS  2014 
 

 

ECSA LIRC  -  Monday 3rd February @ 09:00 

 LIASA General meeting  -  Tuesday 4th February @ 09:00 

ECSA LIRC  -  Monday 7th April @ 09:00 

 LIASA General meeting  -  Tuesday 8th April @ 09:00 

ECSA LIRC  -  Monday 9th June @ 09:00 

 LIASA General Meeting  -  Tuesday 10th June @ 09:00 

ECSA LIRC  -  No meeting scheduled 

 LIASA General meeting  -  Wednesday 6th  August @ 09:00 

ECSA LIRC  -  Tuesday 7th  October @ 09:00 

 LIASA AGM Meeting  -  Wednesday 8th October @ 09:00 

 

As usual all ECSA LIRC meetings will be held in one of the ECSA board rooms, of which advice will be found at ECSA 

reception on the morning of the meeting. Unless otherwise advised, all LIASA meetings will be held at Jeppe Quondam 

Conference Centre in Bedfordview. Please phone Bonnie if unsure. 
 

LIASA  CONTACT  DETAILS  -  Office: (011) 613 7552  -  Telefax: (011) 613 4248 

 E-Mail: iliasa@zamail.co.za 
 

Website Address: www.iliasa.org.za 

PO Box 899,  Southdale,  2135 

mailto:iliasa@abcxyz.co.za
http://www.iliasa.org.za/
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A certain lady claimed being injured in a ‘falling lift’ within a 
very prominent (show-case) building where she worked. She 
designated the lift, registration number and time when the lift 
was alleged to have ‘fallen’ with her. She was the only passen-
ger in a 23-passenger lift travelling at a contract speed of ap-
proximately 3,5m/s. She entered from the 20th floor with the 
objective to exit the building at ground floor. 
 

Needless to say that no record of the alleged incident could be 
found, both in the Building Security’s records and that of the 
company’s report-desk. The middle-aged lady however, pro-
duced extensive specialist medical reports on her neck, back 
and ankle injuries. Her litigation claim was for compensation 
running into six figures. 
 

The initial and follow-up discovery hearings could not produce 
much from the lift company’s point of view, even with the 
specialist attending the second meeting. A chance kiss between 
this medical specialist and the complainant was seen by the 
representative attorney, himself a very astute person. 
 

An impromptu investigation very soon found the specialist and 
the claimant’s maiden name to be the same  -  he was in fact 
her father. On further investigation it was determined that she 
had in fact accidentally walked into the wing of her husband’s 
private airplane. The case was thrown out and corrective action 
taken against both the lady and her father for attempted fraud.   

 

Just goes to show what people will do to earn a few bucks!   
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We are on the Web  -  go to … 
 www.iliasa.org.za 

The web is maintained by LIASA Chairman Sanjeev Singh for 
the members’ benefit 

 

EDUCOM COMMUNICATIONS 

 

LIASA’s contact logistics where you speak to the Editor Dr 

Theo Kleinhans or National Executive Secretary Bonnie Peden 

is: 

 

Office: (011) 613-7552 

Telefax: (011) 613-4248 

E-mail: iliasa@zamail.co.za 

                             PO Box 899,  Southdale,  2135 

PO Box 38708, Booysens, 2016 

 

Please forward us your newsworthy articles and photos for dis-

sémination to all our colleagues around the RSA. 
 

Articles contributed to Educom are evaluated by ECSA as CPD, 
assisting you to achieve your minimum 5 points per year, avera-
ged out over 5-year rolling periods. Remember that … 
 

« Ignorance of FACT is no excuse  
for any stated non-compliance » 

 

« Liberty means responsibility  -   

That is why most men dread it » 
 

                                                              George Bernard Shaw 

 
 

 

COURT  CASES  over the  YEARS  

LIASA in 1995, to qualify for ECSA (Engineering Council) recognition as a 

‘Voluntary Association’ (VA  -  Article 21 Association), formal Articles of 

Association were required, along with a formalized membership structure. These 

were drawn up by founder members Dr Theo Kleinhans and Steve le Roux. Steve 

was elected as Chairman of the National Executive Committee in Gauteng, with 

Theo as Executive Secretary-Treasurer; Mike Russell as Regional Chairman 

Western Cape and Graham Mould as Regional Chairman Eastern Cape. Na-

tal and the Free State were vacant at that time.  The current LIASA member-

ship stands at 172 paid-up members,   thanks to the sterling work of Secretary 

Bonnie Peden. 
 

To better serve its members, LIASA has registered several training courses with 

ECSA, since these require prior ECSA recognition in order to count for the 

regular CPD training requirements. A further major determinant was the LI-

ASA National Conference held in September 2012 at the ShaMani conference 

centre in Alberton.  
 

LIASA membership cards were issued to all present who had paid their subs. 

This would normally have been done in April 2013, when all subscriptions 

become due with ECSA and LIASA, inclusive of the relevant CPD advice 

forms. Remember that proof has to be retained in case you are called on to present 

them to ECSA. Membership of LIASA ensures an ECSA subscription rebate 

more than  equal to the LIASA subscription, being a motivator to engender or 

retain LIASA membership. 

 

LIFT  INJURES  MAN’S  NECK    
  

In our only litigation case involving a male, we were re-
quested to investigate a lift allegedly ‘falling’ and severely 
injuring a young man’s neck. The particular high-rise of-
fice building housed a group of 4 lifts at approximately 
3,0 m/s contract speed. The accident was alleged to have 
happened around 07:00 on a Monday morning, with the 
claimant alone in the lift at the time. 
 

Not surprisingly, we could find no record of the alleged 
incident; no call-out for the lift service provider to attend 
to the lift, and no log by the Security of when this inci-
dent was claimed to have happened. 
 

Inspecting the lift, especially the computer error-log, we 
found nothing amiss on that lift at that time. An early 
concern was the age of this strapping young man. He was 
discovered to be only 23 years of age. Dishonesty has a 
way of coming out  -  Just by chance we found out that 
he was a rugby player, who had in fact that Saturday 
played a league match in the position of front-ranker. It 
appears that a collapsing scrum had injured his neck. 
 

When confronted with apparent irrefutable evidence be-
fore the trial date, he broke down and professed his guilt. 
He was held responsible for all the costs of his attempted 
fraud, which he by Court Order, was forced to pay. In-
stead of ‘scoring’ a considerable sum of money, it cost 
him, as well as being unable to play for several weeks. 

mailto:iliasa@abcxyz.co.za

